Introduction
We define an under-actuaW dynamial system as -one that has fewer number of actuators than the mnumnumber of generalzd coordinate reqired to describe the sysmconfiuration. (Oriolo and Nakansra, 1991 In this section the control input is synthesized in the framework of task-priority based control (Nakamura, et.a., 1987) . We define the goal of the first priority task as the convergence of the actuated 2018 Lo .. 14TM2242 2 a=4q2 +kAq2 +4q2, aq2 _(q2, -q2) (30) where k is a positive constant and q,2 is the desired configuration of the unactuated joints.
We asume that the number of actuated joints of our space manipulator are greater then the number of its unactuated Joints, none of its unactuated joints are cyclic coordinate and the initialmomentum of the system is zero. From the results obtained in the last section we know that the Lyapunov function u defined by Eq.(19) along with its negative semidefinite derivative given by Eq. (22) where / and -t are positive constants, E. is the identity matrix of ie n, and y e R is any arbitrary ector. Geometrically Eq.(31) can be explained as follows. The first two termn together give the direction of r that reduces the Lyapunov function v monotonously, as evident from Eqs. (21) and (22). The third term represents the direction of r that does not change v. We denote the motion due to the third term s the equipotential motion. The exact nature of the equipotential motion depends on the particular choice of the vector V.
Since qs is a vector, the rank of the coefficient matrix of p in Eq. (31) is (n -1), and therefore we have (n -1) DOF in choosing the equipotential motion. The equipotential motion is expected to achieve the goal of the second priority task and therefore the vector I is to be chosen as the torque that will keep the unactuated joints sliding on the surface a defined by Eq.(30).
Sine qu is constant, the equation of the -sliding surface simplifies to s=-q2-k 2 + Aq2
(32) Now, Es. (3) and (4) 
If we now assume that M23 E R"" is full rank everywhere except at singularities in the workspace, Eq.(38) implies that except at singular points, a = 0. This is true becawe we have assumed that m < n, i. Figure 4 shows the variation of the Lyapunov function with time. Figure 5 shows the trajectory of all the joints of the inanipulator. At the final point of time, both the actuated joints converge to their desired configuration. The unactuated joint also reaches its desired configuration but tends to gradually drift away because of the residual kinetic energy in the system. Thin is obviou from the trajectory of the unactuated joint velocity shown in Fig.6 . The magnitude of the unactuated joint velocity at the final point of time is quite small (approximately 4 deg/sec), and brakes can be applied at thin time to maintain the unactuated joint at its desired configuration.
Conclusion
Under-actuated dynamical systems like robot manipulators havc a number of advantages over completely actuated system in tern of actuator costs, power consumption, withstanding actuator failures, etc. These system are more suitable for space applcations becaus of their less weight and lower power consumption, and also because we do not have to restrict oursels to pLanar kinematic chains. Under-actuated rechanism are however difficult to control because of the absence of sme actuators in the system that impos second order nonhokoomic otraints. In thin paper, we usd a Hamiltonian formation for the dynamics of under-actnated mechazisrs and develped an asymptotic stabiity theorem for autonomous systems. Wew ued thin theorem to derive contro laws for the stabilzation of free-flying under-actuated mechaninim to equilibrium muanifds. 
